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The reputation of Gateway computer has been to manufacture laptops with just the right
configuration without any major disaster. They have lived up to there reputation for producing
another Laptop with the right configuration and without any major problems. You should not expect
much from the Laptop as it is the right Laptop with the right configuration.
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AppearanceÂ 

The 15-inch Laptop is thin and slim in comparison to the other available Laptops in the market. The
Laptop is compact and is well made of plastic body. The keyboard for example are flat and are well
placed without any major problem. The keyboard are comfortable and have enough space for the
for number pad as well. The touch pad is smaller and could have been much larger. The touch pad
is same color as wrist rest thus at times creating confusing. Even the right click and left click buttons
and the not divided which another turn off.

Configuration

The Laptop comes with some basic configuration that you may easily find with the other
manufacturer. However with Gateway you get bigger hard disk of 500GB along with the AMD E-350
CPU. The processor is not as fast as the new generation Intel processor. The computer is fast and
helps you to do most of your work but can get slower with the multi tasking. However the Graphic
card used is far better than the integrated Intel. AMD Radeon HD 6310 GPU is the new Fusion
Platform laptop.

Performance and Battery Life

The performance of Gateway NV51B05u was impressive when played with some graphic games.
The performance does not allow you to play some high end games but most of the games are play
able. The HD video would stream with pleasing effect and that would allow you to make sure you
get the best effects from the blue ray movies. The battery did run up to the expectation and lasted
for more than 3 hr. Thanks to the battery efficient processors from AMD the battery has been lasting
long, but I was wondering the battery could have stayed much longer than what it is right now as the
Fusion platform has given a boot to the battery life and the expectation has gone much higher.

Input and Output

The input out put section took a hit when we could not discover USB 3.0 ports. The performance
takes a hit as the USB 3.0 is the future of faster way transfer data. The speaker are average and
much should not be expected from the monaural speaker as they are usually low on sound.
1,366x768 pixel which is common for the Low end laptop is just an common trend so there is not
much we can talk about it. However the screen is bright enough for the day to day work but can pick
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glare in presence of nearby light source.
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